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Newsletter
A NOTE FROM THE IAM CHAIRPERSON,
Dr Alma McCarthy
Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to the Autumn 2013 edition of the Irish Academy of Management (IAM) newsletter. In this
edition, you can read about the very successful 16th Annual IAM Conference and associated doctoral
colloquium recently hosted by Dr Felicity Kelliher and her colleagues at Waterford Institute of
Technology. The theme of the conference was Scholarship of Integration: Engaging Communities of
Learning and Practice. Dr Kelliher introduced the new Excellence in Practice Breakfast Assembly and
Poster Exhibit to the conference programme addressing the conference theme and providing a platform
for the integration of academia and practice. Keynote speakers from the US and UK addressed the
colloquium and conference delegates providing international and best practice insights on the
conference theme: Prof Anne Cunliffe from Leeds University Business School, Prof Charles Wankel from
St John’s University, New York and Prof Thomas Lawton from Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth. I
would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the IAM national council to sincerely thank Dr Kelliher
and her team at WIT for organising an excellent colloquium and annual conference which was very well
attended by national and international colleagues.
A key event in the IAM calendar is the presentation of the TK Whitaker and Fellowship awards at the
conference gala dinner. This year, the T. K. Whitaker Distinguished Contribution to Management
Practice Award was presented to Senator Feargal Quinn. Fellowship of the Irish Academy of
Management was presented to Prof Michael J Morley, UL and Prof Aidan Kelly, UCD for outstanding
contribution to the Academy. We heartily congratulate the award winners on their distinguished
achievements and wish them continued success. I would like to express our sincere thanks to Dr Joe
MacDonagh and the Awards sub-committee for managing the nominations and selection of our award
recipients.
The 17th annual IAM conference will take place at the University of Limerick 4-5 September 2014 so
please note the dates in your diary. We wish the Conference Chairs, Dr Michelle O’Sullivan and Dr
Christine Cross, every success with planning and organising the event.
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The IAM national council is elected every three years and the current council ends its term of office
December 2013. As Chair, I have very much enjoyed working with colleagues on the national council
over the past three years. I am very encouraged by the commitment and contribution council members
make on a voluntary basis with the goal of advancing and developing the Academy. I wish to sincerely
thank council members for their dedication and work on the national council. I wish to pay particular
tribute to those who have fulfilled Officer roles on the 2010-2013 national council: Prof David Collings,
Dr Edel Conway, Dr Christine Cross, Dr Colette Darcy, Dr Shirley Davey, Prof Robert Galavan
(Webmaster), Prof Paddy Gunnigle, Dr Phil Hanlon, Prof Denis Harrington (Membership Officer), Dr
Noel Harvey (Treasurer), Dr Graham Heaslip, Prof Jimmy Hill, Dr Carol Kelleher, Dr Felicity Kelliher, Dr
Margaret Linehan, Dr Joe MacDonagh (Vice-Chair and Awards Committee Chair), Prof Mike Morley, Dr
Teresa O’Hara (Secretary), Dr Michelle O’Sullivan, and Prof Bill Roche. The Academy greatly benefits
from the work of the national council members and we recognise that many of these members have
made long-standing contributions at council level over the years. Our sincere thanks to Prof Denis
Harrington who edits the IAM Newsletter.
Every best wish for the 2013-14 academic year.
Dr Alma McCarthy
Chair, Irish Academy of Management

Remarks from the Conference Chair
Dr Felicity Kelliher, WIT
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Dr Felicity Kelliher, Conference Chair 2013

The ‘Meet the Editor’ Session added a new dimension to the
proceedings with Prof Thomas Lawton, Tuck School of Business,
Dartmouth engaging with the editors of Management Learning,
the Journal of Applied Research in Higher Education, the Journal
of Action Learning: Research & Practice and the Irish Journal of
Management. This session demystified the submission process
and provided genuine insight into the various stages relating to
submission, review and publication.
For the first time, an Excellence in Practice Assembly and Poster
Exhibit formed part of the conference proceedings. Discussions
focused on guiding principles for academic-practice projects and
partnerships including contributions from Sam McCauley (CEO
Sam McCauley Chemists), Cathriona Hallahan (MD Microsoft
Ireland), Maeve O’ Connell (MBAAI President), Michael Veale
(CEO of Buy4Now), Barry Downes (CEO TSSG) with Prof Brian

Prof Denis Harrington, Ms Cathriona Hallahan, Mr Michael Veale,
Dr Alma McCarthy, Sam McCauley and Dr Felicity Kelliher pictured
at the Excellence in Practice assembly, IAM Conference at WIT.

Fynes officiating as Chair. This assembly builds on the recently
announced collaboration between the IAM and the MBA
Association Ireland and we look forward to further integration of
research and practice in the coming years.
We were delighted to host the inaugural meeting of three Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) focusing on Strategic Management; Work,
Employment and Organization and International Business. The
enthusiasm for the newly founded SIGs is particularly exciting as
this is the beginning of greater interaction between fellow
researchers and practitioners throughout the Island.
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Dr Rúaidhrí Neavyn, President of WIT addressing the conference.

IAM Doctoral Colloquium 2013, WIT

Facilitated by Dr Felicity Kelliher, WIT and Dr Carol Kelleher, UCC
Up to 100 delegates attended the IAM Doctoral Colloquium held on Monday September 2nd 2013. Opened by Prof Denis Harrington, Head
of Graduate Business WIT, this year’s Colloquium featured a number of new initiatives alongside traditional parallel paper sessions, which
sought to engage participants in different ways.
The colloquium began with doctoral and masters students presenting their research at six parallel paper sessions specifically Marketing,
Strategic Management, Accounting, Finance, Corporate Governance, Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Small Business Management and HRM
& Employee Relations. In addition to the parallel paper sessions, for the first time, postgraduate students were also invited to present their
research in poster format, which were then displayed in the communal Conference Area and provided a catalyst for quality discussion
between delegates and students.
The theme-based approach was mirrored in the design of the new Mentored Round Table Event. Each roundtable offered participants the
opportunity to engage with fellow researchers pursuing research projects in similar disciplines and was mentored by experienced senior
academics from various Irish HEIs.

“The mentored sessions gave me a chance to ask questions about the
challenges I am facing in my research and it was great to get to meet people
at the same stage as me in the doctorate. I think it was well worth while”
(Doctoral Colloquium participant)
The day continued with a very successful session on the role of the professional researcher, chaired by Dr. Murray Clark of Sheffield University
and featuring a panel of Early Career researchers from DCU, WIT and DIT, provided participants with a wide range of insights into
postgraduate and postdoctoral research careers.

Following an invigorating day of insight, curiosity and discovery for participants the concluding Plenary Session: Writing for Publication, was
delivered by Prof Thomas Lawton of Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth.
We would like thank the members of Academy, colleagues and students for their contributions to the Colloquium and in particular to those
who offered insights, support and enthusiasm for the new initiatives. We look forward to seeing you at the next Colloquium in 2014!
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IAM Best Paper Awards 2013
Track

Sponsor

Best Paper

Accounting, Finance &
Corporate Governance

Smurfit Business School, UCD

Risky Business: The Impact of Corporate Performance
on Gender Diversity.
Dr Mark Mulcahy & Dr Carol Linehan

Healthcare & Public
Sector Management

The Learning Innovation &
Knowledge Research Centre
(LINK), DCU

Cancer-related productivity loss in the Irish economy:
adding to the burden.
Dr Paul Hanly & Dr Linda Sharp

HRM & Employee
Relations

JE Cairnes School of Business
and Economics, NUIG

Employees, Trade Unions and Concession Bargaining in
the Irish Recession.
Prof William K. Roche, Prof Paul Teague & Anne Coughlan

Innovation, Entrepreneurship & Small Business
Management

Innovation Value Institute,
NUI Maynooth

Explicating dynamic capabilities for innovation:
An employee perspective.
Lucy Fallon-Byrne, Brian Harney & Dr Na Fu

International Business

Knowledge, Innovation &
Strategy Research Group, DIT

Top management team effects on subsidiary performance.
Dr Rebecca Mitchell, Dr Brendan Boyle,
Dr Elizabeth Maitland & Prof Stephen Nicholas

Leadership &
Organisational Behaviour

Kemmy Business School,
University of Limerick

Understanding commitment to change: an employee
centered perspective.
Dr Edel Conway, Dr Na Fu, Prof Kathy Monks, Katie Truss
& Kerstin Alfes

Marketing & Services
Management

Trinity College Dublin

A model of consumer engagement in a virtual customer
environment.
Ethel Claffey & Dr Mairead Brady

Operations &
Distribution Management

School of Management, DIT

Does it all depend or is it one size fits all? Testing the direct
and interaction effects of strategic orientation and supply
management operational capability on firm performance.
Marc Day, Dr Scott Lichtenstein & Philip Samuel

Strategic Management

School of Business,
NUI Maynooth

Subsidiary initiative framework: understanding drivers,
challenges, and success tactics.
Esther Tippmann, Dr Pamela Sharkey-Scott, James Carroll,
Paul d'Arcy & Somesh Kumar

Practice-led Research

School of Business, NCI

Two women and a gay in a boat: Completing a critically reflexive
action research practice-led Doctorate.
Dr Liz Hayes, Dr Clare Hopkinson & Dr Alan Taylor

Teaching, Learning &
Education

School of Humanities, CIT

Exploring the concept of Formative Assessment as an Effective
Learning Tool in Higher Education programmes.
Patricia Bowe

Technology Management

School of Business, NCI

Identifying and categorizing decision constructs used in businessto-consumer commercial transactions – an exploratory study.
Mairéad Hogan, Dr Chris Barry & Dr Ann Torres

Tourism, Hospitality & Food

CIT School of Business

Managerial capability for innovation in Irish tourism micro firms:
integrating theory with empirical evidence.
Arthur Kearney, Prof Denis Harrington & Dr Felicity Kelliher

Best Paper Award

School of Business, WIT

Top management team effects on subsidiary performance.
Dr Rebecca Mitchell, Dr Brendan Boyle, Dr Elizabeth Maitland
& Prof Stephen Nicholas

Postgraduate Best Paper
Award

School of Business, DCU

LGBT employees and the implications for human resource
management: a systematic literature review.
Ciarán McFadden

Postgraduate & Doctoral
Colloquium (Poster)

Irish Management Institute

Institutional environments and the availability of credit for SMEs in
Europe.
Andrea Mc Namara & Dr Sheila O’Donohoe

Excellence in Practice (Poster)

Irish Management Institute

In pursuit of excellence: Facilitating ‘right advice’ in retail pharmacy
practice.
Prof Cicely Roche
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Conference Snapshots
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Conference Snapshots
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IAM Award
Recipients 2013

IAM Fellowship recipient Professor Mike Morley, University of Limerick

At our annual conference in September the
IAM awards Fellowships to distinguished
members and also announces the Whitaker
award recipient, the latter being the highest
award the Academy can bestow upon a non
member who has made a substantial, life-time
contribution to management in Ireland.
At this year’s conference in Waterford Institute
of Technology the IAM made two Fellowship
awards, to Professor Aidan Kelly and Professor
Mike Morley. Professor Kelly could not attend
so his Fellowship was awarded in absentia but
Professor Morley addressed the delegates, who
had travelled from around the world to attend
the conference, and thanked the many who
had contributed to his successful academic
career.
The 2013 Whitaker Award recipient was
Senator Feargal Quinn, who had received his
parchment and gold medal before the
conference and, in receiving the award, paid
tribute to all who had helped make his career as
accomplished as it has been.
The process of considering nominations could
not have taken place without the work of the
Awards sub-committee, chaired by Dr Joe
MacDonagh and which also included Dr
Christine Cross and Professor Paddy Gunnigle
of UL, whose diligence ensured that all
nominations
were
given
the
fairest
consideration.
The 2014 awards will be announced in
September 2014 at the conference in the
University of Limerick. Nominations will open in
January 2014 for both the Whitaker Award and
for Fellowship of the Academy and we would
be very grateful to receive nominations for both
awards.

Prof Mike Morley picutred receiving his Fellowship Award from Dr Alma
McCarthy, NUIG and Chair of IAM. Also photographed are Prof Denis
Harrington, Head of Graduate Business and Dr Felicity Kelliher, Conference
Co-ordinator.

Mike Morley is currently Professor of Management at the University of
Limerick. He is a scholar of international repute who has contributed to the
active and high impact research culture in his university. He has co-authored or
edited fifteen books and over 100 journal articles and book chapters.
Among his recent books are International Human Resource Management and
International Assignments, (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), and New Directions in
Expatriate Research (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).
In addition to his own research he makes generous contributions to scholarly
publications around the world. He is Associate Editor of the Journal of
Managerial Psychology, and is a member of the Editorial Board of nine other
international journals.
What is important to say about Mike is not just his substantial academic
contributions, about which he is very modest, but rather his generosity and
concern for those around him. This was evidenced by his humanitarian work on
the profound poverty in Haiti and in South Africa. He is someone who thinks a
great deal about the suffering of others and tries to do something about it.
He is also very generous with those more junior than himself and in every
organisation to which he gives his time. The Irish Academy of Management is
but one of many. Last year he honoured not only the University of Limerick but
the Irish profession of management as a whole by successfully hosting the
International Federation of Scholarly Academies of Management (IFSAM)
conference. It took years of planning and will benefit us for many years to
come.
In the IAM he has had a long and distinguished record of service at every level,
including as Editor of the Irish Journal of Management and as Chair of the
Academy. He is deeply committed to everything he does and besides being
passionate about our Irish language, art and culture he is someone who inspires
those with whom he works. For this and many other reasons he is a particularly
worthy recipient of Fellowship of the Irish Academy of Management

Conference Co-ordinator, Dr Felicity Kelliher,
pictured with members of WIT school management
and keynote speakers at the IAM conference.
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IAM Fellowship recipient Professor Aidan Kelly,
University College Dublin

2013 Whitaker
Award winner Senator Feargal Quinn

William Aidan Kelly was educated in UCD, where he gained his
basic, masters and doctoral degrees before becoming a lecturer
there and eventually becoming UCD’s Professor of Business
Administration in 1987 and then Dean of the Faculty of Commerce
from 1989 to 1995. As Dean of Commerce he helped develop
Ireland’s first Diploma in Business Studies (DBS) programme for
non-business graduates. He then became UCD’s Vice-President for
Development in addition to being a Governing Body member and
a member of their Board of Asian Studies. He has most recently
been active in promoting and delivering UCD’s business
programmes in Asia, especially in China.

It is easy to provide a long list of Senator Feargal Quinn’s
achievements and contributions as his business career and time in
public service have been highly lauded and successful.

He is highly regarded not only in Ireland and has held visiting
appointments at Berkeley, Melbourne, Hong Kong and Shanghai,
amongst others. He has also provided management development
programmes for the United Nations throughout Africa and Asia.
His research interests span the fields of human resource
management and industrial relations and his work has been
published extensively. For many he is best known for his seminal
research on changing patterns of industrial conflict, undertaken
with his friend, colleague and Fellow of the IAM Dr Teresa
Brannick. Also highly regarded was his work on white collar
unionisation. Very importantly he founded and edited the Journal
of Irish Business and Administrative Research (IBAR) in 1978 before
overseeing its transition to the Irish Journal of Management. IBAR
was an important milestone for business and management studies
in Ireland and has provided an important outlet for Irish scholarship
over several decades.
Beyond his many academic achievements, Aidan Kelly is probably
best known as a kind, generous, friendly, modest and unassuming
man who has acted as mentor to many people who have
subsequently made their mark in business and academia. He takes
great satisfaction from the achievements of former students and
great pride in his native city of Limerick. A long distance runner of
some repute, Aidan ran marathons when there were just a handful
of competitors.
Aidan Kelly has shown his passion for business and management
education, and his contribution to advancing scholarship in
business and management studies in Ireland has been substantial
and far reaching. He is therefore a very worthy recipient of the
award of Fellowship of the Irish Academy of Management.

He was head of one of the more innovative Irish businesses of the
last fifty years, Superquinn, which introduced, amongst many other
things: meat traceability for its customers, the first Irish
supermarket customer loyalty card and a very strong customer
focussed organisation, evident from his 1990 publication
“Crowning the Customer”.
In addition, he brought a commercial sensibility as chairman of An
Post, which had previously been part of the state’s joint post and
telegraphs provider. His contribution to this ensured that the
fledgling state organisation focussed more on providing customer
relevant processes and products.
He was first elected to the Seanad in 1997 and has been re-elected
ever since. Since his first election he has been a regular producer of
social and commercial legislation and his membership of the upper
house of the Oireachtas has made a discernible difference to its
operations. He seems to prefer quietly building a consensus and so
is popular amongst many in that part of the Oireachtas
There have been many other awards, including honorary
doctorates from UCD and the NUI, but what stands out most about
Feargal Quinn is his personal impact on others.
A former Superquinn worker, Aideen Pollard McManus, quoted
recently in journal.ie, said that: “I worked in Superquinn part time
in the early eighties …. We were very well treated and the pay was
good. Feargal was a great boss who made a great effort to get to
know his staff. I worked in Northside, as did my sister, and I’ll
always remember at the time of the Stardust tragedy how he
treated staff and customers with such compassion and dignity. He
promised everyone who was injured that their jobs were safe until
they were able to come back. He even gave jobs to siblings of staff
who were injured to ensure that there was some income coming
into their homes.”
This is the mark of the man; humane, considerate and aware of
commercial goals not exclusively grounded in profits. This sense of
public service continued in Feargal Quinn’s aptly named television
series “Feargal Quinn's Retail Therapy” which helped local
businesses compete with much larger rivals and also when he
worked with a team of experts to help local economies in the series
“Local Heroes - A Town Fights Back”.
What stands out most about Feargal Quinn is that in every aspect
of his life he has made a sustained and immense contribution to
those around him. Without his generosity of spirit the lives of many
workers and many citizens would not have been as good.
These are just some of the many things he has done for Irish
business and society and for this he is deemed very worthy of being
the 2013 recipient of the Irish Academy of Management’s Whitaker
Award.
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Revealing the Subnational Dimension
of Foreign Direct Investment

RIKON, School of Business, WIT:
Re-Imagining the Service
Innovation Landscape

Researchers from the University of Limerick have engaged in a timely
study on the role of subnational institutions in the attraction and
retention of foreign direct investment (FDI) to Ireland.
The project, led in Ireland* by Jonathan Lavelle, Sinéad Monaghan
and Paddy Gunnigle from the Kemmy Business School UL and
supported by the Irish Research Council, both reveals and profiles the
underestimated role of local subnational institutions with FDI within
Ireland and sought to explore their role, interaction and variation in
attracting and retaining FDI. Identifying two subnational regions
within Ireland, 59 respondents in 34 FDI-related subnational
institutions were identified and analysed via a multi-method research
design. Social network analysis was employed to map the
engagement of subnational institutions in relation to FDI, while
qualitative semi-structured interviews enhanced their visual representations and offered significant anecdotal and relational information.
Comparative analysis of two subnational regions within Ireland
allows for specific insights on the interregional variation of these
processes, and the subsequent impact for foreign investment.
The findings demonstrate that the role of subnational institutions
within Ireland are tailored and mobilised via customised coalitions in
direct response to the needs of inward investment during both
attraction and retention phases of investment. Furthermore, an
effective syndicate of formal and informal engagement mechanisms
enabled these coalitions to generate a sentiment of subnational
empathy for FDI to secure and embed investment. Finally, significant
administrative and colloquial differences between the two
subnational institutions were found to significantly shape the
engagement of subnational institutions with FDI and generate
substantial spatial heterogeneities.

Reflecting our applied research underpinnings, RIKON
pioneers academic projects in the area of service
innovation through utilising the Irish and international
business landscapes as a laboratory to leverage and
integrate our multidisciplinary and thematic expertise.
The past few years has seen an unprecedented
acceleration in service innovation research that has led to
the complete re-imagining of products and services for
consumers and business. This re-imagining is being
driven by lean customer centric product/service
development research approaches enabled by
technology and research advancements. RIKON’s ReImagination Laboratory (R-I Lab) located in the School of
Business at Waterford Institute of Technology is a
dedicated space for the use of translating advanced
business research developments and insights to
organisations in a simulated and immersive environment.
The R-I Lab facilitates experimentation, allowing
organisation and researchers to virtually design and test
products, processes, business models and services in a
risk-free environment unhindered by constraints. To
date, RIKON has conducted over 200 applied service
innovation research projects and is currently involved in
numerous national and European research programmes.

This study generates important contemporary contributions to theory
and practice, by providing a nuanced analysis the engagement of
subnational institutions with FDI. To date, the majority of research on
FDI within Ireland has been at a national level, and primarily focused
on the aspects of attracting FDI. In light of contemporary challenges
facing Ireland, including the implications from the global financial crisis
and increasing competition for FDI from high-growth emerging
economies, this study seeks to demonstrate the potential for localised
subnational institutions to engage in the attraction, embedding and
retention of FDI.
Initial findings from this study were outlined in a 2012 paper entitled
“Attraction and Retention of Foreign Direct Investment: The Role of
Subnational Institutions in a Small, Highly Globalised Economy (Irish
Journal of Management volume 31, number 2), while the interaction
of subnational institutions and its impact on FDI is further explored in
a forthcoming paper in the Journal of International Business Studies
(2014).entitled “Courting the Multinational Enterprise: Subnational
institutional capacity and foreign market insidership”.
*This Irish research is part of larger comparative project on subnational
institutions and FDI involving scholars in Canada (University of
Montreal), Germany (Dusseldorf University); Spain (IESE Madrid &
University of Oviedo) and the UK (De Montfort University & University
of East Anglia.)
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For more information, please contact
Dr. Patrick Lynch (plynch@wit.ie) or visit www.wit.ie or
alternatively www.rikon.ie for further details of our
current research and collaborations

WIT host second Annual Learning Showcase Event (LSE)
and Study Tour for Green Enterprises
The Green Innovation and Future Technologies (GIFT) Interreg project
is a €2.3 million research project on the application of innovative
solutions and future technologies in Irish and Welsh businesses to grow
a sustainable green economy. GIFT is a partnership and research
collaboration between the Schools of Business and Environmental
Sciences and Geography at Bangor University (BU), the School of
Business and Department of Chemical and Life Sciences at Waterford
Institute of Technology (WIT) and the School of Biology and
Environmental Science at University College Dublin (UCD). The
research and collaboration link between WIT and Bangor University is
a well-established one with two other Interreg projects currently
underway. These include the Wales Ireland Network for Scientific Skills
(WINSS) programme and the Wales Ireland Network for Innovative
Photovoltaic Technologies (WIN-IPT). GIFT represents a major
milestone for WIT, bringing together, as it does, the Schools of Business
and Science to collaborate and pool their interdisciplinary research
expertise.
Now in its third year, GIFT recently held its second Annual Learning Showcase Event (LSE) and Study Tour in Wexford. The two day event
was attended by the GIFT project partners and over 80 green business stakeholders from the Interreg regions of Ireland and Wales. The
occasion provided an excellent opportunity for Irish and Welsh SME’s operating in the green economy to share best practice, exchange ideas
and forge cross national relationships to further strengthen the cross national learning community.
The Learning Showcase Event (LSE) was hosted in the Environmental Protection Agency Headquarters, Johnstown Castle, Co. Wexford
where Johnathan Derham, of the EPA provided the opening address. Following an insightful debate on public sector procurement and supply
chain management in the green economy, Paul Davis of DCU, remarked on the disconnect between current green economy policy
frameworks and the very smallest of businesses that dominate sectors operating in that economy. Those in attendance agreed and called for
strategies specifically relating to micro-firms that better reflect the business communities and markets wherein they operate.
Closing observations from Dr Eleanor Owens, GIFT Project Coordinator, centred on the need to adopt a long-term mind-set in achieving
sustainable green economy goals and the importance of collaborative engagement between academic and support agency actors and the
small business community. With its partners in Wales, GIFT will continue to share knowledge, perspectives, ideas and experiences and
together GIFT network members will forge innovative solutions in an effort to promote the green economy in the Wales/Ireland Interreg
region. The project management committee is hopeful that these relationships will continue long after funding has concluded.
For further information on the GIFT project, the learning showcase, future events or to explore collaborative business research opportunities,
please contact the GIFT team at Waterford Institute of Technology.
Tel: 051 834107 e: gift@wit.ie w: www.giftnetworkproject.eu

NUI Galway Scholar wins 2013 MIT Sloan
Management Review Prize
This year’s MIT Sloan Management Richard Beckhard Memorial Prize has been won by Eoin
Whelan, Salvatore Parise, Jasper de Valk and Rick Aalbers for a paper entitled “Creating Employee
Networks That Deliver Open Innovation.” Dr Eoin Whelan is a Lecturer in Business Information
Systems in the Cairnes School of Business and Economics at NUI Galway. The prize is awarded to
the authors of the most outstanding MIT SMR article on planned change and organizational
development published from fall 2011 to summer 2012.
The authors note that companies such as Procter & Gamble, Cisco Systems, Genzyme, General
Electric and Intel are often credited with having attained market leadership through open
innovation strategies. By tapping into and exploiting technological knowledge beyond their own
in-house research and development structures, these companies outmaneuvered rivals. But while
other organizations try to follow the example set by these trailblazers, the authors’ research
suggests that many are failing because they neglect to ensure that the outside ideas reach the
people best equipped to exploit them.
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Dr. Claire Gubbins Wins
Fulbright Scholarship

Congratulations to Dr. Claire Gubbins, LInK Research Centre,
Dublin City University who was recently awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship. Claire is currently working at Carnegie Mellon
University (Heinz College and Tepper Business School) on various
research projects around the themes of tacit knowledge and
social relationships.
Claire is delighted to be one of this year’s awardees. “I applied
for the Fulbright scholarship for personal and professional
reasons. I am an avid traveller and love to experience new
cultures and meet new people. I believe it also broadens a
person’s perspective on life and is key to living life to the fullest.
At a professional level, I feel that as US academia and US
business models are such a strong influence on us here in Europe,
it is both valuable and informative to go and work within these
institutions to learn about the US academic way of life, work and
expectations”.
Carnegie Mellon is one of the top Universities and Business
Schools in the US and is also home to some of the world’s leading
minds on knowledge management, social networks and on
university-industry collaboration for research and teaching.
These include Professor Denise Rousseau who is renowned for
her emphasis on translational research and Evidence Based
Management. Also at CMU are Professor Linda Argote, Professor
David Krackhardt and Dr. Brandi Aven who are leading
academics in the fields of knowledge management,
organisational learning or social networks and thus major
influencers on my fields of research.
Claire is a Lecturer in Human Resource Management at DCU
Business School and is also Director of the Learning and
Knowledge research strand at the LInK Research Centre, DCU.

Pictured at the Fulbright award ceremony with Dr. Claire
Gubbins is Mr. Jim Dowling, Deputy President, DCU.
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Book marking the 1913 Centenary
To mark the centenary of the Dublin 1913 Lock-out, Dr. Tom
Turner, Dr. Daryl D’Art and Dr. Michelle O’Sullivan of
University of Limerick and Dublin City University have edited a
new book, Are Trade Unions still Relevant? Union Recognition
100 Years On by Orpen Press. Using quantitative and
qualitative data, the book examines the demand for trade
unions in the twenty-first century, union recognition and the
legal context for workplace partnership and case studies of
union organising and employer opposition. It provides a
unique detailed focus on union recognition in contemporary
Irish industrial relations and incorporates extensive
comparisons with European and Anglo-Saxon countries. The
book was launched on 30th July in Liberty Hall by SIPTU
General President Jack O’Connor.

NUI Maynooth forges links with
Russia
The School of Business at NUI Maynooth recently hosted a
training programme for five lecturers from the PERM State
University in Russia. This university is one of only 20 allowed
to describe itself as a State Research University, indicating is
ranking and standing in the Russian Federation. The lecturers
followed a programme of study on organisational innovation,
commercial development in universities, and innovative
teaching. The visitors described themselves as very satisfied
with their first encounter with NUI Maynooth and the quality
of the interaction. Both universities envisage increased
collaboration with lecturers from the School of Business
delivering modules in PERM in the Spring of 2014.

Globally acclaimed scholar joins NUI
Maynooth
NUI Maynooth are delighted to welcome Professor Ann
Sigismund Huff to their full-time faculty. Professor Huff, who
has held visiting roles in the School of Business, now joins the
full-time ranks, cementing NUI Maynooth’s focus as a leading
research led university. Professor Huff took her undergraduate
studies in Columbia University before moving on to
Northwestern University for her MA and PhD. She held faculty
appointments at Collorado, Illinois, and UCLA. In Europe she
has worked with Cranfield University, London Business School
and TUM Business School in Munich. She is past president of
the Academy of Management, a founder of the Managerial
and Organisational Cognition group at AOM, and was
founding director of the Advanced Institute of Management in
the UK. She was inducted as a fellow of EURAM in 2012 and
is one of the most cited scholars in her field. Professor Huff will
take a lead role in research development in Maynooth as well
as an active engagement in teaching. Professor Robert
Galavan said “We are delighted to have attracted such an
outstanding academic to our small but rapidly developing
school. We are honoured to work with Professor Huff and
proud that in such a short space of time we have created an
environment that world leading researchers appreciate.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Irish Academy of
Management Conference 2014
“Managing in a Changing Climate:
Leading to New Realities”
3-5th September 2014
Kemmy Business School, University of Limerick
Keynote Speaker: Wayne F. Cascio, Distinguished University
Professor and Robert H. Reynolds Chair in Global Leadership,
University of Colorado Denver.
For more information: www.iamireland.ie; email:
iamireland2014@gmail.com
Abstracts Deadline: 31st March 2014

2014 EURAM Early Careers Colloquium
2014 EURAM Early Careers Colloquium will be held in
Almeria, Spain from the 29 to the 31 January 2014.
Registration closes on the 1 December 2013.
Visit http://www.euram-online.org/ for more details.

June 2014 - 14th Annual Conference
University of Valencia, Spain
Chair: Alejandro Escriba
Visit www.euram2014.org or
www.euram-online.org/conference/2014 for more details
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2014 Annual Meeting of the American
Academy of Management
The 74th Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management
will be held August 1-5, 2014, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
USA. The program theme is The Power of Words.
Visit http://aom.org/ for more details

British Academy of Management
Conference 2014
University of Ulster, September 9-11th

The Role of the Business School in Supporting
Economic and Social Development
The BAM 2014 conference will not only explore the
academic (or supply side) perspective of how business school
research can drive economic growth, but an
industry/organization (or demand side) perspective through
engagement. Belfast has seen much change in the last 10
years and today is a vibrant city full of opportunity, inspiring
enterprise, creativity and change. As the capital city of
Northern Ireland, Belfast has built a reputation as an
international destination for city tourism visits and a gateway
for tourists visiting the whole of the island of Ireland. As a
result of renewed confidence in Belfast as a business hub and
as a contemporary urban visitor destination, the city is
positioned as Northern Ireland’s regional driver. The
University of Ulster’s mission is to support, facilitate and
inspire regional economic development and its impact will be
visible to all delegates.
For further details visit: http://www.bam.ac.uk

Items for inclusion in IAM newsletter
Our newsletter is emailed on a bi-annual basis and aims to keep you, our members, updated on current activities and future planned
events. We work in close collaboration with EURAM so that we may include updates and news on items from our European Academy.
Soon we will have completed work on our website so that we can continue to engage and interact with you on issues of importance
to the future direction of management research, education and learning. If you have news items that are of interest to our members
please send them to dharrington@wit.ie

IAM Council
The following are the current Officers:
Chair

Dr. Alma McCarthy, National University of Ireland, Galway

Treasurer

Dr. Noel Harvey, Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology

Secretary

Dr. Teresa O’Hara, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland

Membership Officer

Prof Denis Harrington, Waterford Institute of Technology

The other members of the council are:
Council Member
Dr David Collings
Dr Edel Conway
Dr Christine Cross
Carol Kelleher
Dr Margaret Linehan
Dr Joe MacDonagh
Prof Paddy Gunnigle
Dr Phil Hanlon
Dr Michelle O’Sullivan

Institution
NUI Galway
DCU
UL
UCC
CIT
IT Tallaght
UL
DIT
UL

Council Member
Dr Nola Hewitt-Dundas
Prof Jimmy Hill
Dr Graham Heaslip
Dr Colette Darcy
Dr Shirley Davey
Prof Robert Galavan
Prof Mike Morley
Dr Teresa O’Hara
Dr Felicity Kelliher

Institution
QUB
NCI
NUI Maynooth
NCI
UU
NUI Maynooth
UL
AIT
WIT

Useful Links
European Academy of Management - www.euram-online.org
Academy of Management (AoM) - www.aomonline.org
Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management (ANZAM) - www.anzam.uts.edu.au
British Academy of Management (BAM) - www.bam.ac.uk
Central and East European Management Development Association (CEEMAN) - www.ceeman.org
Italian Academy of Management (AIDEA) - http://www.accademiaaidea.it/

